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Barcelona, Los Angeles and Shanghai, as well as the
Mobile 360 Series of regional conferences.

The Radar series focusses on potential drivers of
innovation and disruption across the digital economy.
These reports highlight potential scenarios and
examine the implications of these disruptions for
a range of industry players, including the mobile
operators. The reports are intended to be the basis
for discussion and do not represent official GSMA
positions on these future developments.
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The Radar continues to throw light on a handful
of emerging topics and trends that the telecoms
industry is affected by, and this month is no
different. Once again we bring you a selection of
perspectives and analyses on key topics to keep
you informed of the forces shaping our world. These
will hopefully help you make stronger, forwardlooking strategic decisions.

• In this edition of the Radar we are pleased
to build on a previous article exploring the
possibility of a ‘hyper reality’ scenario in
advertising. The advertising industry has
taken some knocks in recent months: not
only is data usage by advertisers coming
under increased scrutiny, consumers are
also reporting that advertising can be so
targeted as to be disturbing. We explore
how a move back to targeting anonymous
groups, rather than specific individuals, may
provide opportunities for more traditional
advertising media, such as billboards and
television, and how operators could give a
leg-up to advertisers looking to bridge the
online and offline worlds.

• In our second piece we look at data hubs,
a potential solution to the growing need
for the steady flow of data in the future
of the Internet of Things (IoT). While data
hubs will be of great use to commercial
organisations, we focus on their potential as
a tool for public good, where opportunities
are rife.
• We close out this edition with an
infographic delving into the dangers of
cyberwarfare, a topic at the heart of many
recent news stories. The dawn of the 5G
era will complement the growing footprints
of AI and IoT, exponentially increasing the
threat from highly organised actors looking
to cause damage. As the connecting
fabric of the digital economy the telecoms
industry is likely to be a target of such
attacks. We examine how operators, as well
as enterprises, can mitigate this threat.
I hope you enjoy this summer edition and that
it provides you with some food for thought.

Laxmi Akkaraju
Chief Strategy Officer
GSMA
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Targeted advertising: escaping the ‘uncanny valley’
• While hyper-targeting – the use of aggregated data
to track the consumer journey – is now common
on digital platforms, advances in technology are
allowing advertisers to extend their focus to offline
media, such as television, billboards and outdoor
screens. Whether through eye-tracking sensors,
location beacons or mobile phone location data,
advertisers can increasingly target consumers as
they go about their daily activities.
• Targeted advertising, however, raises issues of
privacy. Although there is a growing focus on
privacy-related concerns, with regulations such as
Europe’s GDPR and similar proposals under review
in the US designed to help combat the problem, it is
unclear how actively users are consenting to the use
of their data and if they are aware of the extent to
which they are tracked.

• From this perspective, and with the internet giants
facing increasing regulatory scrutiny from multiple
directions, Facebook’s potential pivot away from its
current reliance on advertising revenues appears
timely. The company’s planned cryptocurrency
and digital wallet would allow it to monetise its
messaging user base and develop new revenue
streams.
• One solution for the advertising industry may be
to move back to its origins, namely targeting more
anonymous groups rather than specific individuals.
The industry needs to find a way to avoid the
‘uncanny valley’ effect, whereby opaque algorithms
deliver targeted and highly personalised ads to
individuals, which people can find deeply unsettling.
Legal scrutiny might be the catalyst for a market
shift towards less intrusive targeting.

The Economy of Things: social good powered
by data hubs
• The future of the Internet of Things will rely on the
steady flow of data and universal interoperability of
devices. Although the number of connected devices
in the world is growing exponentially, the value of
the associated data is being constrained by the
persistence of data silos within companies housing
rich datasets.
• IoT data hubs are a potential solution to this. These
offer the ability to search, shortlist, browse and
review datasets based on specific criteria. Users and
connected devices would be able to gain access
to IoT data in exchange for money, other data or
even for free in some cases. Further down the line,
supporting technologies would ensure the data
is secure, reliable, normalised, and only offered to
credible buyers.

• The spread of data hubs brings an opportunity
for operators to create a search engine for IoT
device data and metadata. This could include data
consumption, purpose of use, location, access rights
and controls, and the types of datasets stored and
shared. For existing aggregator platforms such as
Uber, Airbnb and Booking.com, data hubs pose a
potentially serious risk to their business models.
• Although there will be considerable benefits for
commercial organisations as data hubs become
widespread, the focus should be on the potential of
data sharing as a tool for public good. Most important,
data hubs would add rigour and intelligence to
intervention efforts on major societal challenges
including strains on public infrastructure, overburdened
public health systems and climate change.
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The cyberwarfare minefield:
building business resilience

• Cyberwarfare is on the rise because the damage is
often difficult to initially detect and measure, which
emboldens malicious state actors who wish to
maximise the disruption to economies and societies
with minimum effort.

• In light of the growing risks of cyberwarfare, it is
the smaller, more agile companies that could gain
a competitive edge by successfully applying this
security-first mindset.
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• Cyberwarfare is adding a volatile dimension to an
already challenging security threat landscape. With
the advent of IoT, 5G and AI, the line between the
physical and cyber worlds is blurring, opening up
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3.1 Executive summary
A previous edition of the Radar looked at the future of digital
advertising and explored a potential ‘hyper reality’ scenario, in which
the fusion of virtual and digital worlds allows a deluge of targeted and
contextualised advertising to individuals.1
There were two key enablers of this scenario: new mixed
reality glasses as the delivery platform; and artificial
intelligence (AI) and advanced analytics to deliver
tailored and contextually aware information. While the
former remains a work in progress, advanced machine
learning-powered analytics are already being deployed
by advertisers. These algorithms may currently fall
short of true AI, but they are nonetheless improving
the capability to understand, and increasingly predict,
consumer behaviour.
This is the reality of hyper-targeted advertising today:
the use of a range of aggregated data – including
browsing and purchasing history and mobile location
data – to track the consumer journey. This is a
somewhat dystopian method that advertisers can use
to follow an individual from online to offline and to tell
whether an ad seen by a person resulted in a purchase.
While hyper-targeting is now common on digital
platforms, advances in technology are allowing
advertisers to extend their focus to offline media, such
as television, billboards and outdoor screens. Whether
through eye-tracking sensors, location beacons or
mobile phone location data, advertisers can increasingly
target consumers as they go about their daily activities.
Targeted advertising, however, raises issues of privacy.
Although there is a growing focus on privacy-related
concerns, with regulations such as Europe’s GDPR and
similar proposals under review in the US designed to
help combat the problem, it is unclear how actively
users are consenting to the use of their data and if they
are aware of the extent to which they are tracked.
From this perspective, and with the internet giants
facing increasing regulatory scrutiny from multiple
directions, Facebook’s potential pivot away from its

1
2

current reliance on advertising revenues appears
timely. The company’s planned cryptocurrency and
digital wallet would allow it to monetise its messaging
user base and develop new revenue streams, whether
through payments or as a broader e-commerce play.
One solution for the advertising industry may be
to move back to its origins, namely targeting more
anonymous groups rather than specific individuals.
The industry needs to find a way to avoid the ‘uncanny
valley’ effect, whereby opaque algorithms deliver
targeted and highly personalised ads to individuals,
which people can find deeply unsettling. 2 Legal
scrutiny might be the catalyst for a market shift
towards less intrusive targeting, leading to more
anonymised ads that are not targeted based on
profiles of people synthesised from huge amounts of
personal data.

Uncanny valley of advertising –
when opaque algorithms deliver
targeted and highly personalised ads
to individuals, which people can find
deeply unsettling.
These changes could also provide a new opportunity
for operators to play a more active role in the digital
advertising market, especially in emerging areas
such as addressable TV ads and the digitisation of
outdoor advertising media. Operators can provide
reliable location data and demographic information.
They can also utilise their reputation to explore new
monetisation opportunities around anonymised data
that could withstand the growing scrutiny faced by the
more personalised hyper-targeting model.

Global Mobile Radar, GSMA, 2018
The Uncanny Valley Effect in Behavioral Targeting and Information Processing of Peripheral Cues, Donghee Wohn and Chandan Sarkar, 2014
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3.2 The rise of targeted advertising
Targeted advertising is changing the way the advertising market
works. However, the concept of hyper-targeted advertising is not new
and has already become an established feature of the digital world.
The basic concept of targeted advertising is to direct
adverts towards specific audiences who share certain
characteristics and traits, such as age, interests or tastes.
While targeted advertising has always been the dream
of marketers, it was only with the advent of new digital
platforms that this could become a reality. The first
targeted advertisements appeared when an agency
began to track which sites their target customers visited,
which in turn allowed the placement of more relevant
banner adverts. Over time, the availability of increasingly
rich datasets built around an individual’s behaviours,
including shopping habits, the videos they watch and the
types of friends they have, along with the inception of
advanced data analytics, has allowed the hyper-targeting
of messages to ever more defined or niche audiences.
The huge amount of data that can be harnessed from
an individual’s browsing history is complemented
by data from social media and other third-party
sources, enabling ad targeting to become increasingly

granular. Beyond more general information such as
demographics and interests, data could include whether
an individual is a home owner, expecting a baby or
about to get married. The growing use of connected
devices, as well as the use of smart speakers, only adds
to the vast array of data that can be captured and
analysed. A further layer of geographic and location
data can be added to the mix, so that, for example,
adverts can be sent only to individuals within a short
distance of a specific location.
This is the so-called identity graph, a way to link both
online and offline datasets across multiple platforms
to a single person in order to gain a unified customer
view. An identity graph can include many details about
an individual, including names, phone numbers, home
addresses, email addresses, associated customer ID
numbers and usernames. The underlying principle is that
the more relevant and targeted an advert is, the greater
the chance of turning that person into a customer.

Source: GSMA Intelligence

1 Identity graph: a unified customer profile built from various identifiers
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3.3 Moving to other media: offline becomes digital
Digital advertising is expanding quickly in all regions of the world; it is
taking an increasing share of overall advertising spend and is growing
faster than any other channel. In 2019, digital advertising growth is
forecast to peak at 12%, reaching $254 billion globally. However, this will
still represent only around 40% of the overall advertising spend, with the
remaining spent on traditional media such as television, print and radio.3
While targeted advertising is an established feature
of the digital world, technology is also now beginning
to transform traditional media. New technological
developments herald the promise of turning offline ads
online. For example, Jetstar has worked with JCDecaux
to use eye-tracking technology on external billboards
to see which holiday destination passersby were most
interested in, which then led to a targeted message
regarding that location and in some cases gift cards.4
Other companies are looking to deploy more targeted
ads on digital billboards, which fall under the broader
category of ‘out of home’ (OOH) advertising. At this
stage, these are not aimed at an individual consumer, but
they could potentially target certain demographics or
groups with a particular interest (such as fans attending
a concert or a sports match) to show more relevant
adverts. Data, technology and physical infrastructure are
on course to seamlessly blend together to significantly
enhance the effectiveness of ads.
Another form of interactivity between the offline and
online worlds was demonstrated during New York
Fashion Week 2018, when New Balance placed ads on
digital billboards in the city’s SoHo neighbourhood.
These were equipped with cameras and, using data
analytics, studied the outfits of passersby.5 If the AI
system determined that someone was wearing a stylish
outfit, it would flash an image of that particular person
on the billboard under the heading “exception spotted”.
Companies that operate billboards near major roads are
using mobile data to measure the amount of time people
spend in certain spots as congestion increases, allowing
more relevant ads to be displayed at key locations. Clear
Channel Outdoor has started its own data collection

3
4
5
6

service, RADAR, which uses global positioning data from
mobile apps that require mapping, such as navigation,
dating and shopping. The service combines third-party
demographic data with information about people
passing billboards to determine where commuters go
and where they will shop.
Another example of digital and offline media being
combined is a campaign in the UK that used both
billboards and radio advertising to target commuters
stuck in traffic jams. The campaign utilised radio and
digital OOH, along with traffic data from Google, to
identify the worst days of the week and times of day for
traffic delays. Dynamic and location-specific radio copy
was directed at drivers, with copy changing according
to day, time and traffic, marking the first time radio copy
had been bought and designed in this manner.6
Even with these recent developments, we are not yet
seeing the talking holographic ads and streetscapes of
Blade Runner, as we referenced in the last Radar report on
advertising. However, what is apparent is the increasingly
widespread use of individual (though often anonymised)
data from a range of sources, which is being processed by
advanced data analytics to create a broader understanding
of consumer behaviour. This in turn is resulting in more
prolific and nuanced targeted advertising.

Data, technology and physical
infrastructure are on course
to seamlessly blend together
to significantly enhance the
effectiveness of ads.

“Digital to pass 40% of global share as Dentsu Aegis Network forecasts ad-spend growth of 3.8% in 2019”, Dentsu Aegis Network, 2019
“Jetstar campaign first sees eye tracking technology used on consumers”, CMO, 2018
“Why billboards and outdoor ads are booming in a smartphone age”, Curbed, 2018
“Campaign Media Awards: The Data and Creativity Award”, Campaign, 2018
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3.4 TV now in focus: addressable ads
Despite the growth in digital advertising and the amount of time viewers
are spending online and on mobile devices, television continues to
achieve both the highest levels of consumer engagement and the largest
share of overall advertising spend. A new trend in TV is the development
of addressable adverts, referring to adverts that can be targeted to
specific households via user data.
Traditionally, broadcasters sold adverts based largely on
gender and age, with limited information beyond that on
audience composition or behaviour.
This is now changing with the rising adoption of
more advanced set-top boxes, used by a range of
content providers, including cable companies, satellite
broadcasters and streaming TV companies (such
as Hulu and Amazon). The availability of data from
consumers’ viewing habits, combined with other
network data such as online browsing, is allowing
broadcasters to offer much more addressable adverts
to advertisers.
In this emerging space, there is still no clear consensus
on what defines an addressable TV advert. The
prevailing view is that it refers to adverts that can
be targeted to specific households viewing both
live broadcasts and on-demand TV programming,
accessed through a cable, satellite or streaming TV
service. As the number of homes using these devices
increases, the scale and reach of addressable TV ads
will improve. There are already around 60 million
homes in the US that can be served addressable ads.
The delivery of targeted ads is based on a defined
audience, which is developed through the use of a
combination of first-, second-, and/or third-party data.
As a result, segmentation can occur at geographic,
demographic, behavioural and data-matched
household levels. This means that the advertiser is

7

able to buy access to a specific audience, rather than
a specific network or programme. The advantage for
the viewer is that they receive more ‘relevant’ adverts,
although clearly the accuracy of this will be borne out
by post campaign reviews that can assess the results
delivered.
By the end of 2019, almost every major TV network
and provider in the US is expected to have rolled
out their version of an addressable ad product. The
advantages for the networks are twofold: it presents
an opportunity to develop a digital advertising revenue
stream, and it allows access to a new market not
currently dominated by the established digital players,
such as Google. Overall spending on addressable TV
advertising is poised for massive growth and could
total $3.3 billion by 2020, according to the Video
Advertising Bureau.7
The potential of addressable TV ads will follow
customers onto other devices, such as tablets and
mobile, as a growing number of content owners and
broadcasters launch online streaming services.

By the end of 2019, almost every
major TV network and provider in
the US is expected to have rolled
out their version of an addressable
ad product.

“Spending on Addressable TV Ads to Hit $3.3B by 2020”, Broadcasting & Cable, 2019
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3.5 Privacy comes to the fore
In order to deliver targeted ads, advertisers need to have plenty of
information on the consumer. So, the more targeted advertisements are,
the greater the concerns about privacy.
With a growing focus on privacy, increasingly backed up by regulatory intervention, individuals are becoming more
aware of these concerns and more sensitive around the use of their data. A report by Pew Research Center on
attitudes to social media and privacy found that 74% of Americans believe that the ability to be in control of who can
access their information is “very important”, while only 9% believe they have total control of their personal data.8

Regulatory action: the catalyst for change
Regulation has played a major role in digital advertising
and the protection of user data more broadly, especially
in light of the recent introduction of GDPR in Europe. A
similar proposal is also under consideration in the US; the
US Senate Judiciary Committee recently held a hearing
titled ‘Understanding the Digital Advertising Ecosystem
and the Impact of Data Privacy and Competition Policy’.9
The discussion focussed partly on antitrust issues and
whether the internet giants wield too much power and
need to be subject to more robust antitrust reviews,
but there were also bipartisan calls and proposals from
lawmakers, industry groups, and civil society for the
establishment of a US federal baseline privacy framework.
Two US senators are looking to introduce the Designing
Accounting Safeguards to Help Broaden Oversight and
Regulations on Data Act, which would potentially force
companies to assess and disclose the financial value of
the consumer data they collect and analyse.10 Such a
move could have two outcomes: one would be to raise
consumer awareness of exactly how much of their
digital activities is tracked; the other is to reveal the
potential value of this data to third parties.
There are similar suggestions for antitrust reviews of major
digital players in Europe. The UK Competition and Markets
Authority (CMA) recently announced that it was assessing
whether online platforms are harming consumers and
competition in the digital advertising market. Beyond
general concerns of market dominance, the CMA has
specifically indicated that it would review issues around
consumer consent and the value of their data.
8
9
10
11
12

Although the platforms often
provide user services for free, a more
competitive market might result in
consumers being paid for their data,
or provide consumers with greater
control over how their data is used.11
— UK Competition and Markets Authority, 2019

In response to the growing clamour for regulatory
action, the leading players in digital advertising are
paying keen attention to consent and opt-ins for
their data collection purposes. However, there are
contrasting views as to whether these alone are
sufficient. Harvard professor Jonathan Zittrain believes
that consent places too much of a burden on users:
It’s asking too much of us to meaningfully respond
to dialogue boxes with fine print as we try to work
or enjoy ourselves online — and even that is with the
naive assumption that the promises on which our
consent was premised will be kept.12
One way advertisers can present better privacy
assurances to users is by being more upfront about the
data they are collecting and analysing. For example,
being proactive in providing transparency by telling
consumers that they are using location tracking
data can help build trust and allow people to better
understand why they are receiving certain adverts.

“Americans’ complicated feelings about social media in an era of privacy concerns”, Pew Research Center, 2018
“Understanding the Digital Advertising Ecosystem and the Impact of Data Privacy and Competition Policy”, US Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 2019
“US Senators want public disclosures on the value of personal data”, Telecoms.com, 2019
Online platforms and digital advertising market study, CMA, 2019
“Mark Zuckerberg Can Still Fix This Mess”, The New York Times, 2018
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The threat of increasing regulatory scrutiny may be the
catalyst for a market shift towards less intrusive and
targeted ads, specifically ones that are not targeted
based on profiles of people synthesised from huge
amounts of personal data, but rather are more broadly
linked to real-time interests and a generic location.
Such a move would mark a shift to more contextual
advertising, a trend that a number of companies are
already following.
One example is DuckDuckGo, a privacy-minded search
engine that does not use cookies to follow users or
collect any personal information on those who use it.
The company delivers adverts that are immediately
contextually relevant, so someone searching
for information on cars would see car adverts.
DuckDuckGo has been around for a number of years,
but other more established browsers are moving
in a similar direction. Google Chrome has better
cookie controls that limit advertisers from tracking
your activities across websites, while Firefox recently

announced the introduction of anti-tracking blockers
for its browser.
As technology continues to transform the traditional
advertising media landscape, whether that be through
television or billboards, concerns around data privacy
are likely to grow too. Video analytics software can
now use a webcam and video analysis algorithms
to see how many people are in front of a screen,
along with basic demographic information like age or
gender. As these technologies develop further, it will
be possible to determine other features such as mood,
heart rate and facial expressions. This information can
be combined with data from mobiles, smart watches
and other connected wearables to allow an even
more significant level of targeting. From a privacy
perspective, the danger is that the use of advanced
algorithms will allow the establishment of data
feedback loops, which can close the privacy gap that
is meant to safeguard the current use of anonymised
local data.

Facebook’s pivot away: does privacy trump hyper-targeting?
Facebook has in the past been widely criticised over
its handling of user data, including its involvement
in the Cambridge Analytica data scandal, as well as
the more recent investigation from the New York
Times regarding special arrangements that Facebook
had with more than 150 companies for sharing its
members' personal data with them. Mark Zuckerberg
himself has acknowledged some of these concerns:
"Developers must not only be more transparent
about what they’re tracking, how they’re using
those inputs, and how AI is making inferences about
private data. They must also stop collecting data
from users without their explicit consent."13
In what has been described as a pivot in its core
strategy, Facebook announced at its most recent
F8 developer conference that the company will
focus more on privacy and creating more private
experiences for users. By creating more opportunities
for users to interact in private chat groups, this will
arguably limit the amount of user data it can gather
– data that Facebook has to date used to drive
advertising revenues. It seems the new business will

13
14

be focussed on two of the company’s most popular
applications, Messenger and WhatsApp, though this
could potentially kill the tried and tested Facebook
business model of hyper-targeted advertising.

I believe the future of communication
will increasingly shift to private
encrypted services where people
can be confident what they say to
each other stays secure and their
messages and content won’t stick
around forever… This is the future I
hope we will help bring about.14
— Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Facebook

Although there has been scepticism in some quarters
as to the company’s real commitment to prioritising
privacy, Facebook is nevertheless reacting to some of
the underlying realities of its own business. While it
remains the key driver of revenues, the Facebook social

“We’re in the Uncanny Valley of Targeted Advertising”, EFF, 2018
“A Privacy-Focused Vision for Social Networking”, Facebook, 2019
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media platform has seen declining engagement levels
and total user numbers in a number of markets. On
the other hand, engagement levels on both Facebook
Messenger and WhatsApp are growing. Facebook

revenues in the fourth quarter of 2018 totalled almost
$16.9 billion, with 98% of this coming from advertisers.
This highlights the challenge the company faces in
looking to move away from its current business model.

Source: company data

2 Facebook revenues Q4 2018

98.4%

1.6%

Advertising

The challenge for Facebook is how it plans to replace
the advertising dollars. Following widespread press
debate, Facebook confirmed the rumours of its new
cryptocurrency with the announcement of Project
Libra, essentially a permissioned blockchain-based
cryptocurrency. The company also announced a digital
wallet, Calibra, which would be operated separately by a
Facebook subsidiary, allowing users to spend and store
their Libra currency.
If successful, Project Libra would allow the company
to develop new revenue streams beyond advertising;
it could also prove to be extremely disruptive for the
existing payment and credit card ecosystems. Facebook
lacks some of the capabilities of the Chinese messaging
and shopping apps, such as Tencent and Alibaba. These
companies have embedded programmes and mini-apps
that offer a broad array of services within their core
messaging apps. However, by rooting itself firmly at

Payments and other fees

the intersection of payments and chat, Facebook is well
placed to begin monetising its growing user base on its
encrypted messaging platform.
In the longer term this would allow the company to
complete its conversion into a more payment and
e-commerce focussed platform. While payment data
from use of the Calibra wallet could theoretically give
Facebook even more user data to support its targeted
advertising, initial comments from the company
suggest that it would only share data if users opt in. If,
however, Facebook succeeds in becoming a dominant
payment (and potentially e-commerce) platform, it
also effectively hedges against the threat to its current
advertising revenue streams. There is also evidence of
Facebook’s interest in expanding on the commerce side;
press reports suggest that Instagram is working on a
standalone shopping app that could resemble Amazon.

Targeted advertising: escaping the ‘uncanny valley’
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3.6 Future evolution: a role for operators after all?
The dystopian future featured in Blade Runner of giant holograms and
talking adverts is not yet a reality, but technology is advancing rapidly
and parts of this futuristic vision are already being realised.
The combination of smartphone data, facial
recognition and advanced algorithms means
individuals can increasingly be tracked in their daily
journeys and subsequently served adverts that
address their interests or even mood. As smart
cities become more commonplace, with a growing
prevalence of sensors and screens (on billboards,
elevators and supermarket shopping carts, to name
but a few), the opportunities to display targeted ads
will also increase.
Although Facebook and other companies in a similar
position defend their right to hyper-targeted adverts,
arguing that it fulfils consumers’ desire to see relevant
ads, privacy concerns continue to gain traction and
attract the attention of regulators. Consumers can
find opaque algorithms delivering targeted and
highly personalised ads highly unsettling in what has
been dubbed an ‘uncanny valley’ effect. Even the use
of anonymised mobile data to track the consumer
journey, which can be seen as a somewhat dystopian
method of identifying whether an ad has affected a
consumer’s purchasing decision, is a serious concern.
Social media companies face a progressively more
uncertain landscape of increased scrutiny from

governments across the world and the associated risk
of new legislations restricting the use of consumer
data. There is another element to the equation in the
US (and now the UK) where the focus is increasingly
on antitrust issues and whether break-ups may be
required for tech companies that are ‘too powerful’.
Against this backdrop, Facebook’s potential pivot to
payments and e-commerce appears timely.
For operators, the attention on privacy and concerns
of hyper-targeting could provide a new opportunity to
play a role in the digital advertising market, particularly
in newer and growing areas such as addressable TV
ads and the digitisation of OOH advertising. Operators
possess reliable location data; many operators also
have growing content offerings and set-top box
deployments, particularly in the increasingly converged
markets of Europe and the US. Operators have the
added advantage of generally being seen as a trusted
provider by users, making it easier to gain consent to
access consumer data. With new opportunities around
the use of anonymised location and demographic
data in outdoor and location-based advertising, new
monetisation opportunities are also emerging that
could withstand the growing scrutiny faced by the
more personalised hyper-targeting model.
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4
The Economy of
Things: social good
powered by data hubs
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4.1	Executive summary
The future of the Internet of Things (IoT) will rely on the steady flow of
data and universal interoperability of devices. Although the number of
connected devices in the world is growing exponentially, the value of
the associated data is being constrained by the persistence of data silos
within companies housing rich datasets.
The number of objects currently able to communicate
with each other remains exceptionally small, and this
comes at a great cost to both businesses and society.
To maximise the potential of the Economy of Things
– the monetisation of connected devices through
new marketplaces and value-added services – the
exchange of data between devices and companies
needs to be easy and plentiful.

Although there will be considerable
benefits for commercial organisations
as data hubs become widespread, the
focus should be on the potential of
data sharing as a tool for public good.

IoT data hubs are a potential solution to this. These
offer the ability to search, shortlist, browse and
review datasets based on specific criteria. Users and
connected devices would be able to gain access to IoT
data in exchange for money, other data or even for
free in some cases. Further down the line, supporting
technologies would ensure the data is secure, reliable,
normalised, and only offered to credible buyers.

The spread of data hubs brings an opportunity for
operators to create a search engine for IoT device data
and metadata. This could include data consumption,
purpose of use, location, access rights and controls,
and the types of datasets stored and shared. But,
increased interoperability between devices is a key
precondition. For existing aggregator platforms such
as Uber, Airbnb and Booking.com, data hubs pose a
potentially serious risk to their business models.

There are many examples of early iterations of the
data hub concept. Although there will be considerable
benefits for commercial organisations as data hubs
become widespread, the focus should be on the
potential of data sharing as a tool for public good.

Most important, data hubs would add rigour and
intelligence to intervention efforts on major societal
challenges including strains on public infrastructure,
overburdened public health systems and climate
change. Only with complex data analysis can
governments understand the true extent of the
dangers these challenges pose and develop sound
policies to mitigate the consequences.
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4.2 Tackling data silos with data hubs
By our conservative estimates, the number of connected devices will
rocket from 9 billion to 25 billion in just over five years from now.1
This will come with an equally explosive growth in data volumes; yet,
despite the increasing availability of data, its value is limited by the
lack of access to and sharing of information.
When physical objects connect they share data
with each other, enabling a host of new services.
The Economy of Things is created when these
physical-turned-digital assets generate new digital
marketplaces and value-added services. 2 For example,
owners of connected cars can transform their vehicles
into taxis and track prospective passengers through
digital platforms, while connected washing machines
can automatically notify manufacturers of faults,
prompting a maintenance visit and helping engineers
improve future product designs.

decade’s worth of traffic and road data will be required
for autonomous cars to reach even a human level of
driving ability.

To maximise the potential of the Economy of Things,
the exchange of data must be easy and plentiful.
However, the number of objects currently able to
communicate with each other remains exceptionally
small. Data from IoT devices is often difficult to obtain
and handle, as it typically comes from enterprise
operations and may involve sensitive enterprise
data or customer information. Gaining access to
this data is also expensive and time-consuming
because it requires the cooperation of multiple (often
competing) groups, including the device makers,
system integrators and end users. This is easier said
than done, not least because of resistance to the
concept of sharing data with other businesses, as
some companies claim it weakens their competitive
advantage.

One potential solution to these challenges is an IoT
data hub. This offers the ability to search, shortlist,
browse and review datasets based on specific criteria.
Users and connected devices would be able to gain
access to IoT data in exchange for money, other
data or even for free. Data hubs can provide the
required volumes of valuable data to highly skilled
data engineers and scientists, especially those with
machine learning and AI expertise. They can also help
data powerhouse companies realise the full potential
of their valuable data – which they previously may not
have wanted to share – by granting others access for a
price. Further down the line, supporting technologies
for data hubs would also ensure the data is secure,
reliable, normalised, and only offered to credible
buyers.

For these reasons, there are conspicuous gaps in the
availability of data; these are hindering innovation and
undermining the development of future technologies,
such as AI-driven devices and autonomous cars. To
effectively design and create prototypes for AI-related
products, a prodigious volume of data is needed;
in the same vein, some researchers predict that a

1
2

The impact of these gaps extends beyond commercial
interests: public bodies, such as research institutes
and health organisations, are unable to reap the data
sharing benefits, to the detriment of society. Also,
the sheer volume of unused or underutilised data in
modern cities affects the capabilities and efficiency of
infrastructure planning authorities.

The Economy of Things is created
when these physical-turned-digital
assets generate new digital
marketplaces and value-added
services.

The Mobile Economy, GSMA, 2019
The Economy of Things: Extracting new value from the Internet of Things, IBM Institute for Business Value, 2015
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Example scenario: advantages of an IoT data hub for infrastructure planning
A government-owned infrastructure planning
company is responsible for maintaining and
improving England's motorways and major roads.
To improve its infrastructure planning, it needs
precise data on traffic conditions in real time, more
data points on average speeds on each motorway,
emission thresholds for each type of vehicle, and
more accurate data on emission levels. However,
as part of the public sector, the company runs
on a tight budget and cannot afford to build or
outsource a new data collection system.

Through a data hub, it gains free access to datasets
offered by individual drivers, vehicle manufacturers
and the UK Government’s Department for
Transport. Importantly, these datasets are easily
discoverable, well documented, secure, curated and
comparable in real time. Additionally, the company
saves time since the datasets are gathered in one
single location, meaning it does not need to search
for and integrate different datasets from various
parties or to ensure the data is compliant with
regulations.

Source: GSMA Intelligence

 ow an infrastructure planning company could benefit from
1 H
the use of a data hub

Individuals
Individuals share:
• Real-time commentary on
traffic conditions
• GPS location data
• Vehicle speed data

Infrastructure planning company
The company needs:

Vehicle manufacturers
Manufacturers share:
• Emission levels and speed
ranges of vehicles
• Insurance status and profile
of vehicles

Department for Transport

• Accurate real-time traffic data

DATA HUB

• Road footage data
• Speed data
• Emission levels data
• Emission thresholds by vehicle type

Improved infrastructure planning

Department for Transport
shares:
• Renewable fuel statistics
• Historical data for vehicle
speed compliance

• Reported road casualties
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4.3	Advancing both public and private interests
An IoT data hub is an emerging concept, but there are already
examples of this idea slowly coming to fruition. Although there will
be considerable benefits for commercial organisations as data hubs
become widespread, the focus should be on the potential of data
sharing as a tool for public good.
Data sharing for public good:
• Uber has been criticised for the strain it puts on
public infrastructure, and several countries have
considered taxing the company for its ride-hailing
service. However, Uber recently began giving back
– not with money but data. In 2017, it launched Uber
Movement, a tool that draws from the company’s
rich data pool to provide accessible and reliable
information about travel times and road speeds.
Its purpose is to help city planners make informed
decisions.
• Sidewalk Toronto is a $1.3 billion joint development
project between the city of Toronto and Alphabet’s
Sidewalk Labs on Toronto’s eastern waterfront. The
aim is to create a sophisticated mini-city equipped
with advanced technologies, including smart
housing, a flexible thermal grid, and subterranean
tunnels for deliveries and waste removal performed
by robots. In response to privacy and data
harvesting concerns, Sidewalk Labs has suggested
that the collected data should be handled by an
independent civic data trust. It added that anyone
who is compliant with privacy rules set by the

trust will be able to access the data, pointing to
this concept as a new form of corporate social
responsibility.
• The Yale University Open Data Access (YODA)
project facilitates access to data about patients
from clinical trials and the usage of medical
devices. It serves as a dedicated data sharing
platform for researchers to access clinical trial
data from pharmaceutical companies, namely
Johnson & Johnson, Medtronic and SI-BONE.
Acting as a trusted intermediary for this data, the
YODA project hopes to both advance research and
improve research transparency.
• The London Datastore is an initiative by the Greater
London Authority to release as much of the data
it holds as possible, without compromising any
commercial interests. Government bodies such
as Transport for London, the NHS and several of
the city’s councils contribute data, as do many
independent companies, such as ARUP, Thames
Water, Juniper Research and fDi Markets.

Data sharing for commercial interests:
• Wibson is a blockchain-based data marketplace
that provides a way for users to securely and
anonymously sell validated private information
to businesses and advertisers. The company has
partnered with Telefónica to trial a system that allows
Movistar users in Uruguay to sell their verified data to
third parties through the Wibson marketplace.
• Shodan is a Texan firm that offers a search service
for devices connected to the internet, which allows
developers to find connected devices based
on metadata about the software they run. This

information can be used for market research and
ransomware tracking, as well as to ensure the
reliability of IoT applications.
• Streamr is a crowdfunded open-source project that
aims to enable a new method of data transfer on a
decentralised peer-to-peer network, where users
are in control of their own data. Streamr’s system
tokenises real-time data using blockchain technology
for security-critical matters like value transfers,
access control and data integrity verification.
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The opportunity for operators: enhancing the data hub model
The eventual proliferation of IoT data hubs will bring
an opportunity for operators: they can help create
an advanced data hub that would serve as a search
engine for IoT device data and metadata. This could
include data consumption, purpose of use, location,
access rights and controls, and the types of datasets
stored and shared.
Access to this system should be free so that both IoT
data vendors and buyers are incentivised to use it.
Data contributions would come from an ecosystem of
partners to enable greater interoperability between
devices and advance the Economy of Things.
For operators, API integrations with the IoT
data vendors and third parties could be a good
monetisation opportunity. There is also potential
for additional paid services: intelligent matching for
more specialised data requests; increased diversity
of datasets; guaranteeing reliability of data sources;

and automating the data acquisition and purchasing
process for devices.
Further, this advanced IoT data hub could facilitate
transactions between devices and users through
integration with payment vendors. The combination
with blockchain technology could allow transactions to
be audited, while the tokenisation of data can be used
to incentivise and reward specific uses of IoT devices
e.g. recycling garbage in a connected bin.

The eventual proliferation of IoT data
hubs will bring an opportunity for
operators: they can help create an
advanced data hub that would serve
as a search engine for IoT device data
and metadata.
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4.4	Unlocking the future with universal device
interoperability
If seamless data sharing between objects at the network edge
materialises, the next step would be for data hubs to facilitate
automated transactions. However, this system would only work with
sufficient interoperability between devices.
Returning to our infrastructure planning scenario, the
company needs access to real-time data from various
sources. This would necessitate a means of interpreting
myriad data formats and a new permissions framework
through common APIs in real time.
Fetch.AI, a company based in Cambridge in the UK,
has been grappling with these challenges. Today, an
electric vehicle (EV) driver needs to use a variety of
apps to locate a suitable public charging station. Fetch.
AI – together with T-Labs (the R&D unit of Deutsche
Telekom), Bosch and Share&Charge – has formulated
a prototype solution for a simplified EV-charging
experience: the company’s intelligent system considers
a range of factors before automatically redirecting the

car’s navigation system to a charging station. These
considerations include the vehicle’s route, charging and
price limits, the time to get there, and even preferences
for nearby locations such as shops and playgrounds.
The same system autonomously negotiates the
price and books a slot at the charging station. The
result is a significantly improved and personalised
user experience; it also streamlines the process for
charging and mobility service providers, which leads to
increased efficiency and cost savings. Fetch.AI enables
seamless device-to-device communication through
the use of autonomous economic agents, which work
independently of ad hoc protocol integrations and do
not require considerable processing power or storage
capacity from the device’s perspective.

A threat to the digital platform leaders
With the emergence of data hubs comes the creation
of a new aggregator role to house permissible datasets
from multiple companies and organisations. This
would require new infrastructure for data transfers
and the development of algorithms for seamless
communication between devices. Iomob, a Spanish
start-up, offers a platform that integrates mobility
service providers and other third-party services,
which minimises fees by allowing mobility providers
and end users to connect on a peer-to-peer basis.
Meanwhile, Here Technologies launched its Here Open
Mobility Marketplace, which acts as a central hub for
all types of mobility services to offer users end-to-end
mobility planning. Data from a multitude of services
is presented in a unified display, so it serves as an
accessible one-stop shop for users, no matter how
many different transportation services they require.

Both Iomob and Here Technologies integrate service
providers onto their platform for a one-off payment
instead of a recurring fee.
This poses a clear risk to existing aggregator platforms
such as Uber, Airbnb and Booking.com, which are
reliant on a closed ecosystem of buyers and sellers
to drive traffic and commissions. In the ride-hailing
market, customers would no longer need Uber’s
centralised system to find a driver; instead, their
phones would automatically identify the nearest
driver (from any company) that suits their criteria. For
drivers, the open data model would allow personal
review portability, enabling them to collaborate freely
with several ride-sharing companies simultaneously
without the need to build up a reputation with each
company.
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Source: GSMA Intelligence

2 Platform-based communication versus peer-to-peer communication
Platform-based communication
between connected devices

Peer-to-peer communication between devices

Empowering society with data hubs
As the world becomes more connected, we will need
to master control of the tremendous volumes of data
that will come from connected devices. This data
will increasingly become a commodity as network
technologies advance alongside the rollout of 5G,
although this does not have to compromise security
or privacy.
However, the greatest impact of data hubs will be
to support intervention efforts on major societal
challenges, including strains on public infrastructure,
overburdened public health systems and climate
change. Only with complex data analysis can
governments understand the true extent of the dangers
these challenges pose and develop sound policies to
mitigate the consequences. There is a mentality shift
needed among businesses that house large volumes of
personal or machine data to act as much as fiduciary

3

custodians to shareholders as stewards of the public
good. The recent spate of consumer data privacy
breaches – punctuated by Facebook and Cambridge
Analytica – and parallel emergence of trust as a
fundamental brand asset are indicative of the early
phases of this mindset transition. As we noted in a
previous edition of the Radar,3 it is a matter of when, not
if, financial reporting experiences an overhaul to include
social and/or societal impact metrics.

The greatest impact of data hubs
will be to support intervention
efforts on major societal challenges,
including strains on public
infrastructure, overburdened public
health systems and climate change.

Radar, GSMA, May 2019
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5

IN GRAPHICS

The cyberwarfare
minefield: building
business resilience

• Cyberwarfare is adding a volatile dimension to an
already challenging security threat landscape. With
the advent of IoT, 5G and AI, the line between the
physical and cyber worlds is blurring, opening up
vulnerabilities in businesses of all types.

• The telecoms industry, by virtue of providing
critical infrastructure, is a likely target. But
operators can preemptively adopt a security-first
mindset to build business resilience as part of a
trusted service provider strategy.

• Cyberwarfare is on the rise because the damage
is often difficult to initially detect and measure,
which emboldens malicious state actors who wish
to maximise the disruption to economies and
societies with minimum effort.

• In light of the growing risks of cyberwarfare, it is
the smaller, more agile companies that could gain
a competitive edge by successfully applying this
security-first mindset.
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Cyberwarfare is growing in sophistication
and impact
In the broadest sense, cyberwarfare is defined as cyberattacks from
states or state-sponsored actors with the purpose of destabilisation via
economic disruption and disinformation.
But, no internationally recognised definition currently
exists. Regardless of definition, cyberwarfare is
becoming increasingly sophisticated, and its range of
targets and impact are growing with each passing year.
These attacks target the critical infrastructure of
modern societies, damaging economies and eroding
the trust of businesses and individuals.

It is extremely difficult to pinpoint the identities and
motives of the people behind attacks of this nature,
as definitive proof is hard to come by. But these
are ultimately irrelevant; these attacks cannot be
prevented, so the focus should solely be on how to
handle and prepare for the consequences.

Source: GSMA Intelligence
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The most prevalent types of cyberattack
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
• IoT devices weaponised as malware-infected
machines to repeatedly direct traffic to
overwhelm a server, network or website.
Objective: to cause an unexpected shutdown
of operations.

Malware
• Malicious software, in the form of viruses,
worms, spyware or ransomware.
Objective: to enable attackers to install more
malware, spy on data and information, cause
system breakdowns and hold data for ransom.

Ransomware
• A type of malware that blocks access to
systems and crucial information, withholding
these for ransom.
Objective: to disrupt normal operations and
raise illegal funds.

Phishing
• A form of social engineering using a benign
sounding email/hook to entice readers to click
on a link or open an attachment.
Objective: to allow attackers access to other
parts of the organisation or to steal personal
credentials.

Disinformation
• Using the internet to intentionally disseminate
false information.
• Often used alongside other techniques in
hybrid warfare.
Objective: to cause social unrest and chaos.

Social media
• Relying on troll farms to target specific groups
of users to perpetuate falsehoods and spread
disinformation.
Objective: to drive online debates and mobilise
real life protests via social media channels.

Man-in-the-middle attacks (MITM)
• Digital eavesdropping where attackers intercept
the flow of data.
• Usually occurs on insecure connections
e.g. public Wi-Fi.
Objective: to filter and steal data.

Advanced Persistent Threats (APT)
• A catch-all term for concerted attempts to
establish a long-term malicious presence in a
network.
• The term reflects the attacker’s resources and
technical skills, as well as the intensity of such
attacks.
Objective: to mine sensitive data.
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Cyberwarfare adds a volatile dimension to an
already challenging security landscape
Cyberwarfare differs from regular cyberattacks in intensity: the attacks
are usually more technically advanced and have the objective of
destabilising entire societies, especially ones that are driven by data and
have already been weakened by breakdowns in digital trust.
Source: GSMA Intelligence

The growing dangers of cyberwarfare
ODDS FAVOUR THE AGGRESSOR

DEEP DIVIDES IN SOCIETY
MEAN TRUST IS ERODED

• The attacker is usually
better funded, highly skilled
and more persistent.

• Individuals are unable to
recognise and filter false
information.

• Cyber weapons are easier
to accumulate than their
physical counterparts
e.g. nuclear weapons.

• Fractured communities
entrench false ideas and this
restricts their participation
in modern society.

IoT, 5G AND AI CREATE
MORE AREAS OF ATTACK

• Everyone and everything
is a vulnerability for
cyberattacks with the
advent of IoT, 5G and AI.
• Disinformation could affect
machine-learning algorithms
for decision-making and AI
applications.
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Cyberwarfare will undermine the reliance on
data and machine-learning driven decisions
Source: GSMA Intelligence

Digital transformation relies on data to

1

2

3

4

Optimise
operations

Enhance
customer value

Grow existing
revenue

Create new
revenue

Businesses need to practise a security-first mindset
RISK ASSESSMENT

• Know your data: who, what,
when, how, why
• Know your liabilities: war
exclusion clause, regulations
(e.g. GDPR), loss of life

BUSINESS RESILIENCE

SUPPLY CHAIN ASSURANCES

• Know your technical staff

• Know your suppliers

• Know your organisation

• Know your responsibilities

• Plan and practise business
resilience tests

• Demand commitment and
demonstration of security
behaviours
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The risk for operators rockets as telecoms
embraces IoT, 5G and AI
Telecoms provides critical infrastructure – it is therefore a likely target of
attack in cyberwarfare. In this scenario, operators will have little recourse
from insurers or governments; the best solution at this stage is to
become business resilient.
Source: GSMA Intelligence

Risks with new technologies
Operators sell IoT
connectivity as part of their
core business. Insecure
deployments are a result
of a lack of end-to-end
security specifications and
standards. Weaknesses can
arise from insecure devices
and unclear supply chains.
Application development
processes may also give
rise to:

Operators are banking on
5G enterprise use cases
for revenue growth, some
of which will have safetyrelated applications.
Keeping these customers
secure is of paramount
importance. An operator
without a business resilient
mindset will be subjected to:
Distributed
Denial of Service

Distributed
Denial of Service

Malware

Malware

Ransomware

Ransomware

Man-in-the-middle
attack

Advanced Persistent
Threats

Advanced Persistent
Threats

AI and automated tools are
on course to become an
embedded part of telecoms
as they become increasingly
complex and software
focussed. With AI driving
automation and decisionmaking, telecoms networks
could be more vulnerable to:
Disinformation
Distributed
Denial of Service
Advanced Persistent
Threats
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An opportunity for operators to focus on a
security-first mindset
Mobile operators will have two options: adopt a business-as-usual
approach with network availability being the number one objective or
become a trusted service provider with a security-first mindset more
suited to a digitised society.

ACTIONS TO TAKE:
• Choose to lead by taking responsibility with a security-first mindset as the first stage of becoming a
trusted telecoms service provider.
• Change the organisational mindset of network availability being the number one priority.
• Lead and define digital transformation supply chain assurance requirements in an IoT, 5G and AI
focussed future.

A TRUSTED TELECOMS SERVICE PROVIDER:
• is resilient
• guarantees and delivers to the standards expected of a modern society driven by ubiquitous connectivity
(LTE, 5G and IoT), data and AI
• contributes to supply chain security assurance and requires the same of its suppliers
• is aware of and responds to security incidents on its networks, devices, data, applications and users
• protects privacy and can demonstrate how it does so
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Other methods of counteracting the effects
of cyberwarfare

Businesses

Insurers

Governments/Researchers

REBUILDING TRUST

GROWING THE ROLE OF
CYBER INSURANCE

ENHANCING AI

• Authenticate actions with
blockchain.
• Measure levels of trust
and distrust.
• Use this measurement to
instil confidence as a trusted
service provider.

• Share responsibility and
help develop securityfirst digital transformation
efforts.
• Influence and promote the
adoption of a security-first
mindset.

• Conduct more research into
human thought e.g. in braincomputer interfaces.
• Develop ethics to be
implemented into AI
systems.
• Ensure a level of human
oversight.
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The threat of cyberwarfare isn’t directly
proportional to business size
Larger, more established businesses are not necessarily better
equipped to handle the threat of cyberwarfare. Smaller, newer
entrants have an advantage by virtue of not running legacy systems
and being more flexible.

CYBERWARFARE STILL FAVOURS THE ATTACKERS
• Minimal/no consequences mean attackers are emboldened.
• The target is critical infrastructure and social civility. There
is no discriminatory targeting; businesses of all sizes and
shapes may be affected.

CULTURAL CHANGE IS EASIER IN
SMALLER COMPANIES
• Companies choose their response to
cyberwarfare risks: they can opt to handle
digital security in a business-as-usual manner or
they can choose to shift and align organisational
objectives with the processes of new
technologies in mind.

AI WILL MAKE HUMANS
MORE EFFECTIVE
• The labour market for skilled security
professionals is tight, so the urgency to retain
these individuals will increase with the growing
risk of cyberwarfare.
• AI will make this scarce resource more effective,
helping smaller companies to compete.

• Bigger companies may be more reluctant to
change because they don’t want to fix what isn’t
broken.
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